SOCIOMATIC

Social media
has greatly
changed the
way the public
communicates
and expectations
from the
government
responsibility
have also shifted.

With social media being one of the prominent
mechanisms to connect to the people directly
and in a highly effective manner, social media
can be used as an effective tool to solve
problems in real-time and using social media
to monitor sentiment and help end users.

Pre Scenario
Grievance redressal of the public is one of
the major functions of the government but
at times it becomes difficult to handle the
huge number of conversations on the social
platform. Moreover, it is a herculean effort
to track and differentiate between a genuine
grievance and a suggestion. And last but
not the least, amidst all the cacophony, how
anyone listens coherently! Even though that’s
the prime function of the government, but
it was difficult to handle each of them as it
used to come to the Government offices in

the forms of letters, mails or as conversations
on the social platforms like on the handles
of CM & CMO. The social media audience is
expeditious and the CM, CMO including all
the other government departments receive
and handle more than 1000 responses on a
daily basis.

Challenges:
>> Absence of SOP which is measurable,
analytical and engages real-time

>> Genuine grievance may miss infrequently
received responses

>> Manually reading all post is difficult
>> Time taken for proofing genuine
grievances

>> Informing grievances to the authorities is
inefficient

>> Manual monitoring

Post-scenario
Our answer to tackle this biggest and intrinsic
problem of grievance redressal of public was
SOCIOMATIC, a social listening tool, with a
Twist. It is that 21st century tool that handles
your Social Reputation and Business at large
by “giving an ear” to every word being said
about you. It can also Schedule Posts for you
(similar to Hootsuite etc.), Create Repository
(like Oracle Cloud etc.), Listen (like Keyhole
etc.) and Build astonishing Analytics (similar to
Brandwatch etc.).
Let’s understand that with a Case Study on
Grievance Redressal with none other than
our Government.
Conscious citizens use social media to
voice their grievances and reach out to the
administrators to take appropriate actions to
redress them.
Sociomatic was christened as the CM
Grievance Cell (CMGC). It was presented as a
composite solution that sported both web &
mobile application that helped strike the right
chords in the government-public interface.
Chief Minister’s Grievance Cell (CMGC)
that includes a web portal and a mobile
application where all responses on social

media handles of CM and CMO are monitored
24X7.All actionable complaints and problems
are identified and forwarded to Departments,
Collectors, SPs and other agencies concerned
for immediate action through mobile app
and WhatsApp. Replies to the complainants
on action taken are sent within 24 hours with
sheer transparency to all stakeholders. After
a problem is resolved, it would be intimated
to the complainant on social media with
photographic and documentary evidence.
Every complaint is tracked and followed up
from start to resolution.
Now that’s what we call Government 2.0 ++

The Numbers
>> Total Number of tickets registered
as Complaints / Suggestions /
Information: 7068

>> Total Number of Complaints/
Suggestions; 6213

>> Total Number of information: 855
>> Total Number of Complaints /
Suggestions resolved: 5588

>> Total Number of Complaints Pending:
625

